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ON RANDOM DETERMINANTS*

By

A. DEMBO1

Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island

Abstract. The distribution of the determinant (UTU), where U is a P x N matrix

(P < N) composed of P x N i. i. d. random variables with symmetrical distribution is

investigated. In particular, explicit formulas for the first two moments are obtained,

as well as the higher moments for standard normal distribution of the elements of

U. These formulas extend the previously known results for P — N.

The first two moments of the Adjoint((/TC/) matrix are also evaluated and applied

in bounding certain random variables associated with the orthogonal basis w. r. t. the

columns of U.

This latter result, which motivated this work, was used to analyze the error cor-

rection capability of a class of neural networks.

I. Introduction. Consider the matrix with random entries U = where

P < N, and suppose that the random variables (r. v.) Uij are independent and identi-

cally distributed with symmetrical distribution around zero. Later on we shall assume

the existence of moments of w,/s of order as high as necessary, and denote the fcth

moment by m^ (where W2 = 1 throughout this work).

We are interested in finding the moments of the determinantC/T(7), i.e.,

hk(N,P) = £(determinant(f/TC/)*) (1.1)

and in finding moments of the r. v.'s, My-w,* Adjoint(£/TC/)yjt, which enable bound-

ing probabilities related to random variables that include (UTU)~l (when UTU is

invertible). Of particular interest is the case of the w,/s being +1 or -1 with equal

probability, and the random variables:

Xi = {eJUA(UJU)-lAUTei)\lUrUw, (1.2)

where e, is the ;th unit vector in R^, and A = {%ij}fjL, is a diagonal matrix with

nonnegative elements.

In particular, we will show that for every fixed 1 < i < N, and e > 0 arbitrarily

small:

lim Probability I*,-§n(l-cJtUoo, (1+6)^00]} = 0 0-3)
P,N—»oo TV TV J
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provided that

lim ( T7 ) = 0> ^00 = lim -I V^l > 0, lim
N—oo V N J />-> 00 P I z—' " I p—>00

< 00.

Equation (1.3) is important for the analysis of a class of neural networks (cf., [1]),

and it motivated this work.

Previous works addressed the case of N = P for which h\(P,P) is known (first

remarked in [2]), as well as h2{P,P) (cf., [3], [4], [5], where this formula is derived).

Only for w;/s which have the standard normal distribution, there is a known closed

form expression for hk(P,P) for every k (cf. [4], [5], [6], [V], where this formula is

derived).

Following Prekopa's approadi in [5], we shall extend these expressions to N > P,

i.e., for any distribution

MA^)= (!-4a)

W ft (■)("* - V ■ " Ab>

and, for standard normal distribution, also

*<•>(*/») = -£! W+D! (N + ik-iy.
nk Vy>r> (N-P)\(N + 2-P)l {N + 2k-2-P)\ [ '

even if m2j = j = 1,..., k - 1 (i.e., coincide with the moments of the standard

normal distribution), but m2k ^ ^r, still we have

= W~-(1'4d)

The proofs of these four formulas are a fairly easy extension of the proofs in [5]

for the case N = P. For (1.4a) we present alternative proof, from which we can

deduce also that

(N + p _ Hi

(„_!); (»■*)

where gk(N,P) = £'(permanent((7T{7)<:). Note that gk(P,P) / £'(permanent(Lr)2A)

which was investigated in [5]. As a matter of fact, the analog to (1.4b)-(1.4d) for

gk(N,P) appears to be an open problem.

To prove (1.3), we evaluated the first two moments of utJulk Adjoint(I/T£/);/t (for

m4 = 1), and obtained

T f h\(N, P - \) for y — k,
E[unuik Adjoint({7TC/U] = I , (1.6a)

1 ,J 'Jki I - jjh\(N,P - 1) for j ^ k,
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ElUijUikUnUin, Adjoint(£/TC/);j. Adjoint(t/T £/)/„,]

h2(N,P-1) J

-±h2(N,P-l) j

(N-(P-2))h2(N,P-2) j

(N — (P — 2))2h2(N ,P — 2) j

h2(N,P-2) + w^T)(h2(N,P-l)-N2h2(N,P-2))] j = l^k^m

h2(N, P- 2) + (h2(N, P - 1)- N2h2(N,P-2))\ (N-(P- 2))

= k = / = m

— k = I ± m

= / z/z k = m

= k ± I = m

j = k^l^ m

£g£{%h2(N, P) + &[(N - P)2h2(N, P) - h2(N, P + 1)]

+ P(P - 1 )(N-(P- 2))[(N -(P- 4))h2(N, P- 2) - jfh2(N, P - 1)]

-Ph2(N,P- 1)}
(1.6b)

Thus, there are seven different types of second moments associated with the r. v.'s

UijUjk Ad}(UTU)ji( which will be denoted in the sequel by fa(N,P), fb(N,P),...,

fg(N,P) according to their order in (1.6b).

Similar equations can be derived for m4 ^ 1, and for

EiUijUikU^m Ad)(UJU)jk Adj(UTU),m]

with i ± t, using the same techniques.

We conjecture that (1.3) holds for any value of m* > 1, but have not checked it

as the derivations are quite cumbersome.

Equation (1.3) follows also from

liminfAmin^C/TC/) > 1 a.s. (1.7)

which can easily be proved for limAr_00(^ lnf) = 0, but is an open problem for a

general rate of convergence of ^ to zero, (cf., [11])-

II. Reformulation and solution of the determinant moments problem. From the def-

inition of U and hk{N,P),

hk(N, P) = ]T ±E
/1 ,/-.... ,/A 7[ 1 Tt*

nn
j= l ;=l

(2.1)

where lk are P-dimensional vectors whose components belong to {1,..., N},

n',nk are permutations of {1,..., P), and the ± sign is the product of the signs

associated with 7t',... ,nk. Since we assumed that the r.v.'s My are symmetrically

distributed w. r. t. zero, their odd moments are zero. Furthermore, the independence

assumption allows for interchanging the order of expectation and multiplication over

j, so we can reformulate the problem as follows.

Consider all 2k x P tables whose entries are in {1,..., N} such that each even row

is a permutation of the preceding odd row. The number of all such tables is (NpP\)k,
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and we call a table a regular one if every number has an even multiplicity in every

column. We assign a weight to each column and define the weight of a regular table

as the product of the weights of the columns, multiplied by the product of the signs

induced by the k permutations between odd and even rows.2 The weight of a column

is defined as m1^ mJ^ ■ ■ ■ m\kk, where ffli= 1> 2/i +4j2-\ + 2kjk = 2k, and jn is the

number of different numbers with multiplicity 2n in that column.

The sum of weights overall regular tables is hk {N, P), and gk(N, P) can be similarly

defined by considering all the permutations as having positive sign.

We start with a proof of (1.4a) and (1.5a). It is easy to verify that h\(N, 1) =

g\(N, 1) = N, and it is enough to show that for fixed N, and P = 1,2,N,

hl(N,P+l) = (N-P)hi(N,P), gl(N,P+l) = (N + P)gl(N,P) (2.2)

since (2.2) with the initial conditions on h\{N, 1) (respectively gi(N, 1)) uniquely

determines h\(N,P) (respectively g\{N, P)), and (1.4a) ((1.5a) respectively) satisfies

these equations.

The proof of the recursions (2.2) is based on expanding the determinant (the

permanent) w. r. t. the first row and the first column, taking the expectation w. r. t.

the M/i's, and rearranging the resultant expression as a determinant (permanent) of a

smaller matrix. This method is extensively used in the next section for the moments

of Adjoint(UJU)]kulJulk.

Alternative proofs of (1.4a), (1.4b), and (1.5a) are given in [12]. The following

lemma is the main tool for the proof of (1.4b)-(1.4d).

Lemma 1. To count hk(N, P) it is enough to consider regular tables in which each of

the /' vectors (1 < t < k) contains P different numbers out of {1,..., N}.

Note. Once Lemma 1 is proved (1.4a) is also immediate as there are (v^!f), choices

of /' with P different numbers, and for each of them only the identity permutation

creates a regular table.

Proof. If /'(/) = /' (J) with / / j, then for every n' which results in a regular table,

there exists ft' obtained by h'(m) = :z'(m), whenever m / i,j, but h'{i) = n'(j) and

ft'(J) = t'(')> which also results in a regular table. These two regular tables have

the same columns, so their unsigned weights are equal. However, since ft' has the

opposite sign of n', the sum of the weights of the two tables is zero. Therefore, only

when each of the /' contain P different numbers there might be a nonzero contribution

to hk(N,P).

In view of Lemma 1, the reformulation of the evaluation of hk(N,P) coincides

for N = P to the one given in [4], [5], and by slightly extending the arguments of

[5], we can prove (1.4b)-(1.4d). However, note that gk(N,P) does not admit such a

behavior, and presents a much more complicated problem, with which we shall not

deal here.

Since (1.4b) is a special case of (1.4d) (substituting k = 2), we continue with the

proof of (1.4d).

2We regard different sets of k permutations as different tables, even if they result in the same 2k x P

numbers. This typically happens when the /' vectors do not contain P different values. However, for

hk(N.P) see Lemma 1 in the sequel.
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In order to prove (1.4d) from (1.4c), consider hk(N,P) (for fixed k), as a poly-

nomial in m4, m6,...,m2k, i.e., hk{N,P) = fN,P(m4,..., m2k), where fN,P(-) is a

polynomial of degree P in m2k and thus, w.l.o.g., of the structure

fN,p{m4,... ,m2k) = (m2k - aN<PJ{m4,... ,m2k_2). (2.3)

Now (1.4d) holds, provided that

aN,pj+i{m4,...,m2k-2) = NPaN.UP-i j{m4,..., m2k_2)

(N -\)>(P - 1) >j > 0

(2.4)
since m2j = (2j)l/(j\2J) for j < k, so that for m2k = (2k)\/(k\2k)

/_4!_ {m\_n (_4|_ (2k-2)1 \ U)
^•p\2\22"",k\2k) N'P'°\2!22'"" {k - iy.2k~l ) '

and (2.3)-(2.5) yield (1.4d). In view of (2.3), (2.4) is equivalent to the following

lemma.

Lemma 2. For fixed m4,..., m2k_2 and k, the polynomials /yv,/>(m2k) satisfy the

recursions: = NPfN-1 ,/>_ i, N > P > 1, where fNfi = aNfifi = 1.

Note. For N = P this lemma is Theorem 3 of [5].

Proof. The desired recursion is an immediate consequence of
p

fN,p(m4' • • • > m2k) =  <2-6>
JJC-JV

To prove (2.6), consider a regular table with P>j> 0 columns in which there

is a number with multiplicity 2k. Due to Lemma 1, the /' vectors contain different

numbers, so there are m=]\i possible assignments of numbers to these j columns, and

(^) choices of locations of these columns in the table. As in /' there are different

numbers, all the n' permutations must be identity permutations on these j columns.

To summarize, there are exactly pv^/j! (>) regu'ar tables with j such columns for every

regular table of dimension 2k x (P - j) and numbers {1,... ,7V — j} with m2k = 0

(i.e., no column contains only a single number). The weight of the original regular

table is m*lk times the weight of the reduced (2k x (P - y')-dimensional) table, and

(2.6) follows.

Formula (1.4c) can be rewritten as
N

hk\N,P)= n /(/ + 2) •••(/ + 2A: - 2) (2.7)
i=(N-P+1)

which follows from

Lemma 3. If {«/>}, jl, have standard normal distribution then the random variable

det(UTU) can be written as the product of P independent ^-variables a\ ,a2,... ,aP,

where ak has (N - k + 1) degrees of freedom.

Proof. We omit the proof, as it is exactly as in Theorem 2 of [5],
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To conclude this section, we mention that similar to [4], the exponential generating

function of hi{N,P) can be defined as

H(t,co) = f; J2h2(N,P)^ (2.8)
N=0P=0 • I • )

and straightforward calculation leads to (where h2(N, 0) = 1 for N > 0)

H(t,a>) - (1 - 0_2(1 - t - <y)~' exp t{m4 - 3). (2.9)

Note that lim^o H(t,cv) coincides with the generating function defined in [4] for

N = P.

III. Moments associated with the adjoint matrix and the orthogonal basis. This

section is divided into two parts. At first we will prove equation (1.6) (at least for

ra4 = 1), and then use it together with (1.4) to prove (1.3).

Half of the proof of (1.6a) is immediate, since if j = k, Adjoint(f/Tis just

the determinant of UTU, where U is obtained from U by omitting the y'th column.

The i. i. d. assumption leads to the R. H.S. of (1.6a) for this case. The symmetry in

the problem assures that E[Uijuik Adjoint(t/TC/)^] for j ^ k is independent of the

specific choice of j / k and i. Furthermore (determinant expansion w. r. t. the 7th

column),

P N N

det(£/T(7) = EE uuulk Adjoint({yTt/)^ + ̂ 2 ul Adjoint([/TL% (3.1)
k= 1 (=1 1=1
k*J

which leads to

E\uuuik Adjoint(UTU)jk] = {A, (N, P) - Nh, (AT, P - 1)},

and (2.2) provides the second half of (1.6a).
To prove (1.6b), note first that indeed there are exactly seven different types of

second moment depending only on whether j, k, I, m are equal or not (with symmetry

w. r. t. interchanging j and k, I and m or (j,k) with (l,m)).

The first type (denoted by fa(N, P)) is

fa(N,P) = £[«J.Adjoint(C/T £/)?■] = m4h2(N,P- 1) (3.2)

by the same argument we used above to prove the first half of (1.6a).

For fi,(N,P) assume w.l.o.g. that j — k — I = 1 and m = 2, and use the ex-

pansion of Adjoint(jyT{7)i2 w. r. t. the first column together with the symmetry and

independence of the u, ,'s to obtain

fb(N,P) = E[u]{W/2 Adjoint(t/T[/)n Adjoint(<7Tt/)12]

p

- m4 E[dei{UTU)uauim Adjoint(C/TC/)m2] (3.3)

m=2

where U is obtained by omitting the first column of U. Summing (3.3) over N > i >

1, and using the expansion of det{UTU) w. r. t. its first column leads to

fb(N,P) = ~h2(N,P- I). (3.4)
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As the derivations of fc{N, P) - fg(N, P) for arbitrary value of m4 are quite cum-

bersome, we concentrate on the interesting case of m4 = 1 (i.e., «?■ = 1 with proba-

bility one). Furthermore, to shorten the notations we use | • | for determinant, Ad( )

for the adjoint matrix, and w.l.o.g. choose j, k, I, m to be from {1,2,3,4} only.

Now, by expanding Ad(t/T£/)i2 w. r. t. the first column, together with symmetry

and independence assumptions on the m,i's, we obtain

fc(N,P) = E[Ad(UJU)2l2]
p p

= E YlE^uTu)i'nA^OT°)m2Ad((jT(j)i2] (3-5)
m=2 1=2

= E[\UTU\Ad(UTU)22\

where as usual U is obtained from U by omitting the first column, and the indices

on Ad(i7Tt/) are always in terms of the original rows and columns of UTU.

Expanding | t7T t7| w. r. t. its first row gives

N P

MN,P) = EE E[Ad{UTU)22Ad{UTU)2mUi2Uim] 36
( =1 m=2 ' '

±N[fa(N,P-l) + (P-2)fb(N,P-\)]

out of which the R. H. S. of (1.6b) follows.

For fd(N, P) we shall expand Ad(J7Tt/)22 w. r. t. its first row and column to obtain

fd(N,P) = E[Ad(UTU)u Ad(UTU)22]

P P Cbl)
= -E E^I^Tt/|(t/T^)m/Ad(^T^)/m] + 7V£[|i/Tt7||c/Ti/|]

m=3 /=3

where U is the matrix obtained from U by omitting the first two columns. However,

combining (3.7) with (3.5) we deduce that

fd(N, P) = (-(/> - 2) + jV)£'t|i/Tf7| |t)Tt)|] = (N — (P - 2))fc(N,P). (3.8)

To compute fe{N, P) we expand both Ad(t/TC/) 13 and Ad{UTU)\2 w. r. t. their first

row, and take the expectation over the m, i's to get

fe{N,P) = E[Ad(UTU)l2 Ad(t/Tt/)13M,7",3]

P P

= E E E[(UTU)ml Ad(UJU)m2 Ad{U^U)nul2Ui,) (3.9)
m—2 1=2

= E[\UTU\Ad(UTU)23ul2u,}].

Due to symmetry we can replace the number 3 in the R. H. S. of (3.9) by any m, P >

m > 2, and (3.9) still holds. Thus, by summing over m = 3,..., P and i = 1,..., N,

and in view of (3.5) we get

p

N(P - 2)fe(N, P) + Nfc{N, P) = E[\UJU\ Ad(UTU)2m(UTU)m2]
m=2 ^ ' '

- h2{N,P - 1),
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from which the fifth formula in (1.6b) follows.

For ff(N,P) we use the expansion of \UTU\ w. r. t. the second row (and (3.5)) to

get

fc(N,P + 1) = -£"[| C/TC/| Ad( C/TC), i ]

= NE[Ad{UTU)2l Ad(UTU)]]ullui2] + NE[Ad(UTU)2u]

+ NJ2 E[Ad(UTU)uAd(UTU)2muimui2] (3'! 1}
m=3

= P) + fa(N, P) + (P- 2)ff(N, P))

out of which the sixth formula in (1.6b) follows.

The expression for fg(N,P) is a direct consequence of the following set of three

equations:

(TV - l)a(N,P) + 2{fa(N,P- I)+ 2(P - 2)fb{N,P - 1)

+ {P-2)fe(N,P-l) + (P-2)(P-3)fe(N,P-l)} = jjh2(N,P-l), (3.12a)

a(N,P) = 2{fa(N,P- l) + 2(P-2)fb(N,P- 1)

+ (P-2)a(N,P-l) + (P-2)(P-3)/l(N,P-l)}, (3.12b)

(N-l)/3(N,P) + 2{2fb(N,P-\) + fc(N,P-l)+fd(N,P-l) + 3(P-3)fe(N,P-l)

+ 2(P - 3)ff(N, P-l) + (P- 3)(P - 4)fg(N, P-l)} = ±h2(N, P-l), (3.12c)

where

a(N,P) = E[Ad{UTU)2nunui2unul2]

and

P(N,P) ± E[Ad(UTU)x2M{UJU)nulXul2unuti],

with z ̂  t.

Equation (3.12b) follows from a(N,Pys definition by expanding Ad(C/TC/)i2

w. r.t. its first column and taking the expectation over the «,fs. This expansion

gives

p P N

(N-l)a(N,P) = 2j2 £ ££[Ad(L'Tt/)m2Ad(£T<y)/2W,2M,7u,2W,m] (3.13)
m=2 1=2 /=1

t^i

and therefore also

(N- l)a(N,P) + 2Y^ Xl£[Ad(C>T^)/2Ad(L/T^)m2M,7u;w] = ^E[\UJU\2]
P P A

N'
m=2 1=2

= lh2(N,P-l)

(3.14)

which yields (3.12a).
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From the definition of P{N, P), by expanding Ad(t/Tt/)i2 w. r. t. the first row, and

summing over t = I,... ,N, one obtains

p p

{N-\)P(N,P) + 2Y, J£E[Ad(UrU)m2Ad(UTU)l}ui2uliuimuil] = -E[\UJU\2]
m=2 1=2

(3.15)
which yields (3.12c).

Now that we proved (1.6), we shall prove (1.3). For that purpose, define

7=1 j=1

for k = 2,3,4, Y = |i7T?7|, and for every fixed i:

p p

z> = E (3-16)
m= 1 /=1

The Chebyshev bound on 7 and Z, (cf. [9]) gives

P,(e,) = Probability(|7 - £(7)| > exE{Y)) < , (3.17a)

P2(e2) = Probability(|Z, - E(Z,)\ > e2E(Z,)) < (3.17b)
62\^i)

and since E(Y) > 0, for every e, < 1:

Probability ^
1-62 \E[ZT[ (1+eAEiZi)

l+ej E(Y)'\\-eJ E(Y).

<Pl(£l) + ,2(£2)<^gI+ Var(Z,)
(3.18)

ejE(Y) 2 s22E(Z,y

From (3.16), (1.6a), and (1.4a) we have

E(Z,) P(2 N + 1 1 P f n2/l \
E(Y) N r1 N+ 1 -P^2f N N \ (N+ \)/P- 1J ( ^

where = [i\ + /j.2.

Since lim/v-.oo^v = ^00 > 0, 0 < h2/1n < 1, and lim^y—^(.P/TV) = 0, for every

e > 0, fixed, there exist 1 > ej ,e2 > 0 fixed, such that for every N large enough

(' + (Ar+i')/f-i) s 3~(1+£); (iTif) a <5'20)

i.e., Ve > 0, 3ei ,e2 > 0, VjV > No(e,ei ,e2):

1 Var(7) 1 Var(Z,-)

e2 £(7)2 + e2 e(Z,)2

Therefore (1.3) is a direct consequence of

Probability ^ (1 -e)^oo,(l +e)^Ioc
Jy <72-E7^T + Z2-E7^T- (3-21)

= <3-22a>

&w/(^)! = 1- <3'22b)
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However, from (1.4a) and (1.4b),

i<® = i y<-2)iCYN+2-jy-
~ FIYV (Al — P 4- ?)(N — P n > \ i IE(Y)2 (N - P + 2)(N - P + \) ' ' \j ) N\> j=o (3 23)

< g£zi> fi+ 2 V"2 + i
~ {N - P+ 2){N - P + I) \ N-P + 2J

So, for N —► oo, while P/N —► 0, the R. H. S. of (3.23) approaches one, and (3.22a)

is guaranteed.

From (3.16) we obtain

E{Zf) = n\v 1 + !l}M2V2 + j"l^3 ̂ 3 + /W4 + nlvs (3.24)

where

Wi 4 P(P - 1 )(P- 2)(P - 3)fg + P(P -l)(P- 2)(4fe + 2ff)

+ P(P-l)(2fc + fd)+4P(P-l)fb + Pfa, (3.25a)

y2 A _ 6p{p _ 2)(/» _ 3)fg + P(P - 6)(P - 2)(4fe + 2ff)

+ 2P(P-3)(2fc + fd) +\2P(P-2)fb + 6Pfa, (3.25b)

Vh = 8P(P - 3)fg - 2P(P - 4)(4fe + 2ff) + 4P(2fc + fd) + 4P(P - 4)fb + 4Pfa,
(3.25c)

¥4= - 6Pfg + 2P(4fe + 2ff) + P(2f + fd) - 4Pfb + Pfa, (3.25d)

Vs = 3P2/, - P\*fe + 2ff) + P2(2fc + fd). (3.25e)

Since lim/>_00{|///(:|} < oo for A: = 1,2,3,4, and (I/v)2 = ^\+2^i2h2+fi2 bounded

away from zero, Eq. (3.22b) holds, provided that

1 *=1,5,

Km N'«
/v —»oo P2h\(N,P)2

2 i = 2, (3.26)

0 i = 3,4.

Furthermore, in view of (3.25) and (1.6b), Eq. (3.26) follows from

V\ ,• V\ _ (N — P)]2lf/\ _

N ™ooP2N2h2(N,P-2)~ N ™ooP2h2(N,P-\) n-Too (N- \)\2P2 y '

and only the rightmost equality should be proven, since (3.22a) and (1.4) guarantee

the rest. Evaluating ij/\ we obtain

y/, = ^h2(N,P) + ^{(N-P)2h2(N,P)-h2(N,P + 1)}. (3.28)

Thus, for N > 2 P,

(N-P)\V, { (P-\\ 2N + P{P-2)
{N - \)\2P2 V P J {N - P + 1){N - P+ 2)

ff j/PyN+l-j)'. [(TV - 2P)j + P(P + 2)]
pr V/ (A^ - 1)! P2(N - P + l)(N — P + 2)

4 P ( 2 \P

- 1 + (a^pTT) (' + tv^pTi) (3'29)
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and since lim/v_00(/>/Af) = 0, (3.29) guarantees (3.27), and the proof of (1.3) is

completed.

To conclude, we interpret (1.3) for A = I. The columns of U represent P vectors

on the unit-hypercube in RN, which are arbitrarily chosen by N x P honest coin flips.

With high probability these vectors are linearly independent3, i.e., \UJU\ ^ 0 (cf.

[10] or Eqs. (3.17a) and (3.22a)), and then let {u,,... ,wp} be the orthogonal basis

w.r.t. ,up) = U, i.e., (v^Uj) = { {0 }. Therefore,

p

Xi = Y,uijVij. (3.30)
j= i

Indeed Yfi=\ = P> so that E(X,) = P/N, but (1.3) also guarantees

that with high probability X, ~ P/N.
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